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Abstract: Complex changes in chromatin structure and at the
transcriptional level occur from the creation of a single parental
gamete throughout fertilization, embryo development and the
life of an adult organism. Epigenetic changes, such as methy-
lation and hydroxymethylation of DNA or histone methylation
and acetylation, are an important part of these processes. Epi-
genetic regulation has an essential influence on gene expression
level. DNA methylation in promoter regions of genes results in
the inhibition of their transcription. It is known that the abil-
ity of pluripotent stem cells to differentiate corresponds to ge-
nomic DNA methylation patterns, while a few studies have also
reported that the capability to re-grow damaged tissues in re-
generative processes is associated with epigenetic changes. In
addition to embryonic stem cells differentiation, epigenetic reg-
ulation of regeneration has been found to be pivotal for limb
regeneration in the tadpole of Xenopus laevis and muscle repair
after damage in mammals.

1. Introduction

Biological responses to tissue and organ injury in higher organisms can take two forms:
regeneration and wound healing. Regeneration is the ability to restore damaged or
lost tissues, organs and limbs. The result of the normal healing process is often a
rapid wound closure and formation of fibrous tissue resulting in scarring. In the case
of wound healing, recovery of hair follicles and sebaceous glands rarely occurs, and the
architecture and functionality of the tissue at the area of injury is not fully restored
(Clark et al., 1998).

The regeneration process is typically observed in primitive vertebrates, which often
have an ability to re-grow all limbs after amputation(Tamura et al., 2010). However,
in higher vertebrates, including humans, the regeneration capability is rather limited.

Among vertebrates, only Urodela (tailed amphibians) and Osteichthyes (bony fish)
have the ability to regenerate many organs and tissue types after injury. One of
the extensively studied model organisms is the fish Danio rerio (zebrafish) (Tamura
et al., 2010). Furthermore, Urodela have a high regenerative potential for a variety of
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tissues that build limbs, jaw, tail and eyes (lenses). Newts can survive a partial heart
resection and successfully regenerate the missing piece of the heart within two - three
months from the date of injury. Tailed amphibians can regenerate amputated limbs
at every stage of their lives (Singh et al., 2010). Tailless amphibians (Anura), like
Xenopus laevis frog, exhibit more restricted regeneration ability, showing a capability
to replace lost tissues only at a certain stage of development. At the tadpole stage,
immediately before metamorphosis, the frog shows a regeneration capacity similar to
that of Urodela. However, as an adult, the frog produces a stump instead of a fully
functional organ after limb amputation (Yakushiji et al., 2009).

2. DNA methylation and regeneration

DNA methylation is a key epigenetic regulatory mechanism responsible for the inhi-
bition of gene transcription. Changes in the pattern and level of global and regional
DNA methylation regulate the development of the body and they are linked directly
to the development of diseases such as cancer. It has been suggested that an inter-
play between DNA methylation, histone modifications and small interfering RNA is
responsible for the control of cell growth and the process of carcinogenesis. DNA
methyltransferases (DNMTs) catalyze global and gene specific DNA methylation and
cooperate with histone modifying enzymes (for example histone deacetylase (HDACs),
histone methyltransferases (SUV(39)H1/2 and EZH2) and ATP dependent chromatin
remodeling enzymes (hSNF2H, LSH)) (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2008). DNA methy-
lation in vertebrates usually occurs at carbon 5 of the cytosine residue (C) located
within CpG dinucleotides (CpG islands). A CpG island can be defined as region in
genomic DNA which is at least 200 bp long and where the density of CG is higher than
50%. CpG islands are usually located within the promoter and exonic regions (Takai
and Jones, 2002) and 70% of gene promoters are reported to be associated with CpG
islands (Saxonov et al., 2006). DNA methylation in CpG dinucleotide clusters plays an
essential role in gene silencing and chromatin organization, ensures genome stability
and integrity, is responsible for genomic imprinting and X-chromosome inactivation
in females (Takai and Jones, 2002). There is also some evidence that epigenetic reg-
ulation of gene expression is crucial in the process of limb and organ regeneration
(Yakushiji et al., 2009, 2007; Palacios and Puri, 2006).

2.1. DNA methylation level and pattern in embryonic stem cells

Embryogenesis up to the blastocyst stage is a critical step in establishing the epige-
netic pattern necessary for further development. Studies using antibodies specific for
5-methylcytosine and Southern blot analysis showed that the level of DNA methy-
lation is drastically reduced after fertilization, in the greater part of the genome
(Geiman, 2010). Similarly, other studies using MeDIP array analysis (Methylated
DNA ImmunoPrecipitation), comparing embryonic stem cells (ESC), trophoblast cells
and primary mouse embryonic fibroblast cells, showed that the promoter regions of
the genes responsible for pluripotency are generally hypomethylated in stem cells to
become methylated at the stage of cell differentiation (Farthing et al., 2008; Geiman,
2010).

Embryonic stem cells (ESC) are derived from the embryonic Inner Cell Mass (ICM)
of the early embryo. Similarly to the ICM, ESCs are able to differentiate into virtually
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any type of cell lineages. In addition, they have the ability to renew themselves, and
they can be cultured for many generations in vitro. The application of ESC seems
to be a promising solution in regenerative therapy but further investigations of ESC
are necessary to understand the molecular mechanism regulating their pluripotency
potential. The genes Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and Nanog code for the transcription factors
responsible for pluripotency of embryonic stem cells. They activate other genes re-
quired for survival and proliferation of ESC but at the same time they are inhibiting
the genes necessary for cell differentiation (Ng et al., 2008). NANOG and OCT4
transcription factors are considered to be the markers of pluripotency and they are
essential at the early stage of organism development. The promoter regions of the
genes encoding the transcription factors are methylated at the differentiation stage,
which results in the inhibition of their expression (Hattori et al., 2007; Geiman, 2010),
which in turn may be connected with the decreased regeneration abilities in the adult
organism.

2.2. Limb regeneration in Xenopus laevis tadpole

An additional clue which suggests that epigenetic regulation may condition the abil-
ity to re-grow lost tissues and limbs is the regenerative potential of Xenopus laevis
tadpole. The Shh gene (Sonic hedgehog) plays an essential role during limb regen-
eration after amputation in Xenopus tadpole. Shh is a morphogen which activates
the hedgehog signaling pathway. Recent studies have shown that the enhancer region
of the Shh gene in Xenopus tadpole, (which shows ability to regenerate whole limbs
after amputation), is hypomethylated, whereas it is hypermethylated in the froglet
stage (the young adult immediately after metamorphosis). The lack of expression of
the Shh gene in blastema proliferating cells (the mass of undifferentiated cells which
develop into regenerating tissues) results in the formation of a cartilaginous spike. It
follows that the epigenetic regulation is responsible for the Shh gene expression silenc-
ing in Xenopus froglet, which results in the stump formation after limb amputation
(Yakushiji et al., 2007, 2009).

2.3. Muscle regeneration

Epigenetic regulation in precursor muscle cells might play a pivotal role during the re-
construction of damaged muscles in mammals. DNA demethylation in the promoter
regions of MyoD and Myf5 genes activates their expression, which enables wound
muscle regeneration. Satellite cells, which are the myogenic precursors in adults,
are the main source of cells responsible for muscle regeneration. One of the major
biomarkers in the satellite cells is the MyoD gene. Its expression is crucial for the
initiation of myogenesis and for the establishment of myogenic lineage by the activa-
tion of transcription of other muscle genes which were previously silenced by DNA
methylation. It has been shown that 10T1/2 embryonic fibroblasts are converted to
muscle cells by being treated with 5-azacytidine (DNA methyltransferases inhibitor).
Further analysis showed that treatment with cytidine analogue causes DNA demethy-
lation in the MyoD promoter region (Palacios and Puri, 2006). The same studies also
suggest a relationship between epigenetic regulation and the capability to regenerate
(Yakushiji et al., 2007).
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3. Folic acid treatment, methylation and regeneration of central

nervous system

An association between epigenetic regulation and regeneration was found in a study
where a folic acid intervention was applied in order to stimulate the regeneration
of afferent spinal neurons in rodents (Iskandar et al., 2010). Folic acid is the main
donor of methyl group in methionine methylation cycle and it is also a substrate in
pyrimidine and purine synthesis (Kim, 2005).

The administration of high doses of folic acid was associated with an induction
of folic acid receptor 1 (Folr1), de novo DNA methyltransferases as well as global
and gene specific DNA methylation. The global level of methylation decreased in
the neuronal cells at injured area following injury. The treatment of injured mice
and rats with high doses of folic acid (80 µg/kg/day) resulted in the increase of the
global DNA methylation level. Also, an increase of DNA methylation in the promoter
region of the Gadd45a gene, which is a growth arrest protein activated in the stressful
condition, was determined. The folic acid intervention probably indirectly mediates
the activation of the genes which induce cellular proliferation and, at the same time,
the repression of genes responsible for cell growth arrest by methylation of their
promoter regions (Iskandar et al., 2010).

4. Conclusions

To sum up, epigenetic regulation appears to play a fundamental role in regeneration.
The examples listed above show that gene expression regulation by DNA methylation
could be one of the crucial mechanisms determining the ability to regenerate. Re-
cent studies suggest that both global and gene specific DNA methylation levels can
be altered by using DNA methyltransferases inhibitors or perhaps activators, thus
inducing cell proliferation. The regulation of DNA methylation might be therefore
considered as a possible therapeutic approach.
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